Ember of Night

Molly E. Lee

Perfect for fans of *Hush Hush*, this epic angels-and-demons YA series combines all the best tropes of the genre: pulse-pounding romance, epic worldbuilding, and plenty of twists and turns.

Harley Locke is no stranger to darkness, but when the irresistibly hot and broody new guy crashes into her world, she isn't sure she'll survive him.

She has one year before she can take her kid-sister and escape their volatile home life, and she'll do anything to protect her—including accepting her supernatural heritage that has every demon in Chicago chomping after her rare blood.

Draven Reid has spent the better part of a century searching for the Key to opening the Gates of Hell so he can rescue his wrongfully imprisoned twin brother, and he's prepared to shed blood to do it. But soon the person he's prepared his whole life to kill turns out to be the one person who makes him feel alive.

Dodging an abusive father, demons prepared to drain her dry, and a newly formed love that may be the death of her, Harley will have to decide on her own what's worth saving: the world that has done nothing but chew her up and spit her out, or the boy whose stolen her heart, but has a blade with her name on it.

Molly E. Lee writes New Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch and digging for treasures in antique stores.
Sick Kids In Love

Hannah Moskowitz

Fan favorite Hannah Moskowitz brings a snarky-yet-heartwarming take to the “sick lit” genre with her Entangled debut. Spoiler alert: they don’t die in this one.

Isabel has one rule: no dating.

All the women in her family are heartbreakers, and she’s destined to become one, too, if she’s not careful. But when she goes to the hospital for her RA infusion, she meets a gorgeous, foul-mouthed boy who has her rethinking the no-dating rule and ready to risk everything.

Aleksander is chronically ill, too, and there’s a softer side underneath all his jokes. Isabel finds herself unraveling the secrets of a real person, rather than crowd-sourcing her decisions through her online column Sick Girl Wants to Know.

They fall for each other hard and fast, but Isabel has known all along they were headed for disaster. When a devastating family secret threatens their love, can she find the strength to claim a brave new life with Aleksander, or will she retreat to the safety she’s always depended on and break his heart?

PRAISE

“The excellent character development lends depth and sweetness to the romance… A highly recommended work that’s thoughtful, funny, wise, and tender.” — Kirkus Reviews, starred review

“Sick Kids in Love takes on serious issues in an original, thoughtful way. Isabel and Sasha are vivid, warm, complex characters, and I fell in love with them both.” — Jaclyn Moriarty, author of Gravity Is the Thing

“Romantic, refreshing, and brimming with empathy. Isabel and Sasha captured my heart.” — Rachel Lynn Solomon, author of You’ll Miss Me When I’m Gone and Our Year of Maybe

Hannah Moskowitz wrote her first story, about a kitten named Lilly on the run from cat hunters, for a contest when she was seven years old. It was disqualified for violence. Her first book, BREAK, was on the ALA’s 2010 list of Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults, and in 2013, GONE, GONE, GONE received a Stonewall Honor. 2015’s NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED was named the YA Bisexual Book of the Year. She lives in Maryland with several cats, none of whom are violent. hannahmosk.blogspot.com/
The Love Song of Ivy K. Harlowe

Hannah Moskowitz

Teen romance from a unique, bird’s-eye perspective told through an #OwnVoices lesbian narrative from award-winning YA author Hannah Moskowitz.

Andie DiStefano has always loved her best friend, Ivy Harlowe. Who wouldn't? Ivy's sultry, confident, and could—and does—get any girl she wants. And Ivy loves Andie, too, just not that way...not yet, anyway. At some point Ivy's going to want to settle down, and Andie will be right there.

Enter Dot Nguyen, a seventeen-year-old, perky, upcoming Youtube makeup star, who sets foot in a gay club for the first time and locks eyes with Ivy. What should have been just another one of Ivy's one night stands keeps dragging on, because Dot seems to have no problem not taking no for an answer. And Ivy, for some baffling reason, doesn't seem to mind.

So...what are you supposed to do when it looks like your big love story might be happening for somebody else?

Hannah Moskowitz wrote her first story, about a kitten named Lilly on the run from cat hunters, for a contest when she was seven years old. It was disqualified for violence. Her first book, BREAK, was on the ALA's 2010 list of Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults, and in 2013, GONE, GONE, GONE received a Stonewall Honor. 2015's NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED was named the YA Bisexual Book of the Year. She lives in Maryland with several cats, none of whom are violent.

hannahmosk.blogspot.com
Hear Me

Dana Faletti

Exploring issues of deafness and how we view people through a labeled lens, *Hear Me* is also a teen romance where a troubled boy and girl learn from each other to find themselves and love.

According to her parents, hard-of-hearing Margaret Star isn’t deaf enough to matter. Her dream is to share her music on stage, but she’d settle for a minute of her parents’ attention or a friend who actually listens.

Gray Trax can’t escape his labels or his turbulent past. Homeless. Troublemaker. Deaf. Angry. No matter how hard he tries, his temper gets the best of him. All he wants is to be valued for who he is instead of judged for his reputation.

Their mutual social pariah status throws them together. Gray is amazed Margaret sees the boy beneath his labels, and, for the first time, Margaret feels heard. But the two become targets of a bully who will stop at nothing to humiliate Margaret in order to drive Gray deeper into the darkness. Margaret has the voice to stop Gray from gaining another label—murderer. But will anyone hear her?

Dana Faletti attended Kent State University, where she received her Bachelor's in Deaf Education. From there, she went on to receive a Master's in Special Ed. from Duquesne University. She worked in the field of Deaf Ed. as a teacher, interpreter, and residential advisor at a post-grad program for 9 years, then continued to work as an interpreter for Deaf students on a substitute basis in the public schools and also taught Sign Language for Carlow University for four years. danafaletti.com
I'm with the Banned

Marlene Perez

The bestselling author of the Dead Is series is back with another snarky, hilarious vampire romance tale just in time for the vampire genre’s resurgence!

Tansy’s just trying to stay alive, stay ahead of her enemies, and stay with her boyfriend, Vaughn. They’re hoping to make the whole vampire queen/vampire hunter thing work, but dating while deadly is harder than she thought, especially now that the Drainers are back. They may have changed their name and their brand of music (country western? Really?) but they’re still a vampire band, no matter what they’re wearing.

Add to that, Tansy’s long-lost mom—affectionately known within the vamp community as The Executioner—is now engaged to Vaughn’s dad, unless she and Vaughn can figure out a way to stop the wedding. Add a handful of cute designer dogs (actually hellhounds), a fight for Tansy’s crown, and the biggest jaw-dropping reveal of all, and it’s just another day in the life of everyone’s favorite rogue vampire queen.

Marlene Perez is the author of paranormal and urban fantasy books, including the best-selling DEAD IS series for teens. The first book in the series, DEAD IS THE NEW BLACK, was named an ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers as well as an ALA Popular Paperback. The first three books in the series have been optioned by Disney for television. She lives in Orange County, California with her husband and children. www.marleneperez.com.
Follow Me Always

Helen Hardt

The scandalous conclusion to the Follow Me erotic romance series by #1 NY Times bestselling author Helen Hardt will have readers gasping—and begging for more.

Take control...

Skye’s ominous needs in the bedroom have cost her the man she loves. Braden leaves her, knowing if he stays, he won’t be able protect her. His secrets still haunt him, and he has his limits. But the emotional bond between them is too great. If Skye wants her relationship with Braden to work, she must face the darkness inside her once and for all…and take back her control.

PRAISE

“Hardt spins erotic gold…in the first romance of her Follow Me series.” - Publishers Weekly review on Follow Me Darkly

#1 New York Times, #1 USA Today, and #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author Helen Hardt’s passion for the written word began with the books her mother read to her at bedtime. In addition to being an award-winning author of romantic fiction, she’s a mother, an attorney, a black belt in Taekwondo, a grammar geek, an appreciator of fine red wine, and a lover of Ben and Jerry’s ice cream. She writes from her home in Colorado, where she lives with her family. helenhardt.com
Hitched To The Gunslinger

Michelle McLean

Harrison Ford has nothing on this ruggedly handsome but lazy gunslinger in this new laugh-out-loud western series sure to start a new trend.

Gray "Quick Shot" Woodson desperately wants to retire from his gunfighting days. His goal in life is to find a nice quiet spot where no one knows him so he can retire in peace and take a good long nap. He's extremely good at his job, though he goes to great lengths to not have to prove that - which is more difficult than he'd like with people constantly wanting to either learn his secrets or be the next in line to try and kill him. All he wants is peace and quiet.

Instead, he gets Mercy.

Mercy Douglas has been fending off a greedy landowner ever since she'd moved to Desolation, Colorado. But since her father's death, she's known no peace. So when Gray comes wandering onto her property in the midst of her latest dispute, she jumps at the opportunity to get a little gun power on her side and announces to everyone that they are engaged.

The last thing Gray wants is to be involved in Mercy's mess. She's trouble with a capital T and a bigger pain in the patootie than anyone he's ever met but damn the woman has gotten under his skin. But now he's stuck with a wife he didn't want, in a fight that's not his, in a town that will never accept him.

Except nothing is as it seems in Desolation. And if Gray and Mercy can survive the fight that's coming, they both might get everything they ever wanted.

Michelle McLean is a jeans and t-shirt kind of girl who is addicted to chocolate and goldfish crackers and spent most of her formative years with her nose in a book. She has a B.S. in History, a M.A. in English, and loves her romance with a touch of suspenseful mystery. She resides in PA with her husband and two amazing children. https://michellemcleanbooks.com
Breaking All The Rules

Amy Andrews

A fun, sexy romp through the trials of starting over, and finding what you didn't know you needed in the last place you expected, perfect for fans of Susan Elizabeth Phillips.

Sick and tired of being passed over for promotion at 35, Beatrice Archer is done with the corporate hamster wheel and all the "rules" that go along with it. She's moving to the middle of nowhere, to a place no one knows her name and she's going to break all the damn rules along the way.

Drinking beer for breakfast - check.
Eating all the sugar - check.
Ditching make-up, stilettos and skirts she can't breathe in - check.
Throwing her hair brush out the window - check.
Binge watching all 15 seasons of Supernatural - check.
The last thing she needs is a small town junior cop going all rules and regs on her ass. But Austin Cooper is swiftly aiding and abetting Bea's rule breaking ways, helping her live her best life while feeding her as much pie as she can eat.

Which leads to the biggest rule break of all - have copious amounts of vigorous sex with a 25 year old. Big, fat check.

Austin is more than happy to serve, but what will happen when the corporate world once again comes a'knocking?

Amy is an award-winning, USA Today best-selling Aussie author who has written sixty plus contemporary romances in both the traditional and digital markets. She's sold two million books and been translated into over a dozen languages.
A Lot Like Love

Jennifer Snow

A sweet and funny small-town rom-com already optioned for a movie!

When Sarah Lewis inherits a run-down B&B from her late grandmother, the logical thing to do is sell it and get back to her life in L.A. Introverted and tech-savvy, Sarah understands computer coding and apps, but people…not so much. Small-town life just isn’t for her.

But when she learns that the interested buyer will tear down the B&B to build a high-end luxury resort on the prime real estate in Blue Moon Bay, she feels obligated to her grandmother and the community to restore the place to the landmark tourist destination it once was. Even if doing so means convincing her high school crush to help her restore it instead of buying it out from under her.

Wes Sharrun’s life has continued to unravel since the death of his wife three years ago. Now with a struggling construction company and a young daughter he’s unable to connect with, he sees purchasing the B&B as an opportunity to get back on his feet. But Sarah refuses to sell. With so much on the line, Wes won’t take no for an answer. He just needs to show Sarah that she’s in way over her head…let the battle begin.

When sparks start to fly between them, the sizzling tension heats up in ways neither of them expected. But will their fight over the B&B keep them from what they both truly want?

Jennifer Snow is a USA Today bestselling, award-winning contemporary romance author writing for Entangled, Harlequin, Grand Central, and Berkley/NAL. She lives in Edmonton, Alberta with her husband and son. jennifersnowauthor.com
**Forever Starts Now**

Stefanie London

The bestselling author of the Patterson’s Bluff romantic comedy series is back with a brand-new small-town romance proving sometimes fake dates can turn into forever.

Most of the women in Forever Falls aren't actually looking for forever. Mr. Right Now would do just fine! But small towns and sex don't always go hand in hand. Nobody knows this more than Emma Potts, town misanthrope and divorcee who runs the local diner. Forever is permanently off her wish list ever since the love of her life skipped town with his bendy yoga instructor. Ugh, she's officially a cliché.

Her life is upended when a Chris Hemsworth look-a-like (complete with sexy Australian accent) strolls into town and eats at her diner. Where a hot new guy goes, single women follow. Now her diner is packed with giggling tourists and Fake Thor is driving her nuts, even if he is pretty to look at.

Ethan Hammersmith (yeah, he looks like Thor and his last name has hammer in it...talk about life's cruel jokes, right?) was more than happy to leave Australia in his rearview mirror after his wife died. Frankly, he just wants to go someplace where no one knows his history. He's not looking for romance, but the second he set foot in Forever Falls it was like he had a flashing sign above his head that said "available."

Then Emma and Ethan have a light-bulb moment: neither of them wants a relationship, but if they pretend to be together, then it solves both their problems. But when their fake dates start to feel real, will Emma be able to open her heart up in time to have a second chance at love?

Stefanie London is a *USA Today* bestselling author who lives with her very own hero, and frequently indulges in good coffee, French perfume, high heels, and zombie movies. She gave up her day job to write contemporary romance with humor, heat, and heart, and she couldn't be happier. stefanie-london.com
The Rebound Surprise

Laurel Cremant

And baby makes 3 in this adorkable and lovable new romantic comedy from CIMRWA author Laurel Cremant.

So what if Liberte “Libby” Philidor likes to keep her life organized and predictable? That’s not a crime. But the universe has decided to test her. She wasn’t expecting to come home and find her boyfriend defiling her gorgeous linen sheets with the maid. But she handled it like the lady she is. With ice cream, rum, and epic subtweets. She’s mastered adulting like a boss.

But then the universe (unhinged trickster) decided to throw him in her path.

Aniel Vega. He doesn’t just live a carefree life—he embraces it. His daily schedule consists of lounging by his hotel’s pool, partying, and distracting unsuspecting women with his dimples, wide chest, and big… Never mind. He was the perfect guy to have a rebound fling with. Except the fine print that says condoms and birth control aren’t 100 percent effective is unerringly accurate.

Aniel is not fazed by an unexpected baby on the way. He’s being sweet, and supportive, and funny, and (ugh!) sexy as hell. Libby can’t stop wanting a repeat of the night that got them there. Must be the pregnancy hormones. Right?

Laurel Cremant is a multi-published author who enjoys writing steamy, diverse, and seductive romance: paranormal, urban fantasy, contemporary, multicultural, and erotic. She is a self-proclaimed, out-of-the-closet nerd, and admits that she can’t seem to avoid adding a bit of “nerdology” or “geek-dom” to all of her stories. She’s a PAN member of RWA and a bestselling author in several sub-genres of romance. laurelcremant.com
The Sweetheart Deal

Miranda Liasson

Three sisters + a small town where everyone knows everyone else's business...what could possibly go wrong? Find out in this new small-town romance series from bestselling author Miranda Liasson.

Tessa Montgomery put her life on hold to care for her two younger sisters and help her mom run the family’s hundred-year-old boulangerie in their quaint hometown of Blossom Glen, Indiana. Her dreams of shaking things up have been a no-go in the traditional operation, but the business is floundering. In order to save it, she must turn to her charming, easygoing, all-talk-and-no-substance arch-nemesis, Leo Castorini, who offers her a deal she can’t refuse.

Leo “the Lion” Castorini’s dream is to make his family’s sinking restaurant into a destination eatery, but he has to do it quick. And the only way is to join forces with the one woman in town who can cold-freeze a guy’s libido solid with one stare. He offers her a marriage in name only to save both their businesses – a perfect proposition for a guy who would never marry for love.

As they strike a secret deal, shake up family feuds, and vow to never mix business with pleasure, they find neither is what they seem. And together they might just find the perfect recipe for success.

Miranda Liasson is a RWA Golden Heart winner and an Amazon bestselling author whose heartwarming and humorous small-town romances have won accolades such as the National Readers’ Choice Award and the Gayle Wilson Award of Excellence and have been Harlequin Junkie and Night Owl Reviews Top Picks. She lives in the Midwest with her husband and three kids in a charming old neighborhood which is the inspiration for many of the homes in her books.
mirandaliasson.com
The Matchmaker Bride

Ginny Baird

NY Times bestselling author Ginny Baird is back with another sweet, heartfelt, and unique take on the wedding genre.

A match made in Blue Hill heaven...

Successful Boston matchmaker and television personality Meredith Galanes’s reputation is on the line. During a guest appearance on a morning talk show, she’s broadsided by questions about her own romantic attachments, just as she's trying to secure a syndication deal. Not wanting to admit that her love life is a total disaster, Meredith implies that she’s seriously involved with a very special man—a boatbuilder in Maine—and that an engagement is imminent.

But then the paparazzi tracks Derrick Albright down, and advises him of his pending nuptials!

Derrick Albright is laid back about many things. Being hounded by the press about some imaginary engagement to a woman he’s only met once and couldn’t stand isn’t one of them. Then, suddenly, she appears at his cabin in Blue Hill, Maine with an apology, a pot roast, and a proposal—play along until she secures her TV deal, she’ll help him win back his ex.

But love is a tricky thing, and when his side of the bargain is fulfilled, Derrick’s left wondering if maybe the bossy woman from Boston he’s been so eager to be rid of is actually his true match…

New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Ginny Baird has published more than twenty-five novels and novellas. When she’s not writing, Ginny enjoys cooking, biking, and taking long walks in the woods with her Labrador retriever. She lives with her own personal hero in Virginia, where the couple has created a welcoming nest for their blended family of six children and significant others. ginnybairdromance.com.
It’s Raining Men

Julie Hammerle

USA Today bestselling author Julie Hammerle brings a fun and flirty take to the older heroine, exploring what happens when you make a marriage pact with not one but two men...

Never drink and text. This was something Dr. Mallory Kyle probably should’ve learned long ago. But thanks to med school, her thriving career, and an unwavering devotion to her friends and family, she had to wait until she turned forty to get that lesson.

During a sad, lonely, wine-fueled night, Mal messages two of her exes, men she promised to marry if they found themselves still single when they hit forty. Both guys write her back immediately. They’re in. They’re sick of the single life, too, and want to settle down.

Mal has a simple decision to make between comfortable Rob, the boy next door, and exciting Darius, her dashing high school boyfriend. But when another guy gets thrown into the mix—Dax, the sullen, young musician/bartender at the pub around the corner—Mal realizes this love quadrangle might be more than she bargained for.

USA Today bestselling author Julie Hammerle is the author of Knocked-Up Cinderella for adults, as well as the teen novels The Sound of Us and the North Pole series. A graduate of Butler University with degrees in secondary education and Latin with a minor in music, Julie lives in Chicago with her family and enjoys reading, cooking, and watching all the television. juliehammerle.com
The Brides of London: an Advertisements for Love collection

Vanessa Riley

A 2-in-1 omnibus featuring two deeply moving and steamy novels from Vanessa Riley that powerfully combines #OwnVoices with the historical genre.

Enjoy two stories in one with the powerful and compelling Advertisements for Love series!

The Bashful Bride: Heiress Ester Croome proposes an elopement to London’s most famous actor, Arthur Bex. But a love for Shakespeare is not enough to bind a couple looking to outrun the chains of the past.

The Bittersweet Bride: To protect her son, Widow Theodosia uses a newspaper ad to find a husband. Presumed dead, a former lover reappears. Any man could be her husband, except Ewan, even if she is denying their love.

Vanessa Riley writes Regency Romances and Historical Fiction of dazzling multi-culture communities with powerful persons of color. Vanessa juggles mothering a teen, cooking for her military-man husband, and speaking at women's and STEM events. You can catch her writing from the comfort of her southern porch with a cup of Earl Grey tea. vanessariley.com
Aphrodite in Bloom

A Collection of Erotic Stories

Anonymous

Ten scintillating stories from an anonymous bestselling author that are sure to make the perfect gift—why give just one happily-ever-after when you can give ten?

Ten scintillating stories…one perfect gift. Could one gift make all your dreams come true? Brimming with romance and intrigue, this collection of erotic historical short stories is sure to excite all the senses and unleash your most secret desires. Untie the ribbon on your next happy ending…

*Aphrodite in Bloom* is written anonymously by a bestselling historical romance author.

MARKETING
Targeted slow release of individual digital novellas in the months leading up to the collection's print release.
Social Media advertising campaign including Facebook, Instagram, and Goodreads.
ARC copies to big-name influencers.
In-book advertising in select titles.
The Best Kept Secret

Tawna Fenske

When two opposites are thrown together to take care of a child, plenty of laughs abound…but it wouldn’t be a Smokejumpers rom-com without some steam.

Nyla Franklin can’t keep a secret. She means well, but her helpful instincts just short-circuit her brain’s ability to keep her lips zipped, and soon she’s spilling everything from her sister’s birthday gift to her mom’s true age. But little secrets are nothing compared to the doozy Nyla uncovers when her ex-brother-in-law has a loopy response to pain meds and confesses the whopper to end all whoppers—his child, Nyla’s nephew, isn’t biologically his.

Leo Sayre split with Nyla’s sister years ago but didn’t discover his son’s DNA until four years ago. It doesn’t matter to Leo, since Seth’s his son no matter what. Sure, it stings knowing his ex-wife cheated, but at least he stayed close with Nyla and has the family he always wished for. Growing up without a dad, Leo always wanted a stable home life and a comfortable career running his family’s air tanker business. But there’s a ticking time bomb in the room now that Nyla knows the secret. To make matters worse, Leo’s having feelings for her that are anything but friendly. The more time they spend together, the tougher it gets to keep their hands to themselves and their secrets locked safely inside.

As Leo and Nyla grow closer, they risk a whole lot more than spilled confessions. Can they find a way to blend their messy family dynamic into something whole and lovely, or will it all go up in smoke?

Tawna Fenske is a RITA Award finalist, USA Today bestselling author who writes humorous fiction, risqué romance, and heartwarming love stories with a quirky twist. Tawna lives in Bend, Oregon, with her husband, step-kids, and a menagerie of ill-behaved pets. www.tawnafenske.com.
The Hookup Dilemma

Constance Gillam

Perfect for fans of Jasmine Guillory, this laugh-out-loud #OwnVoices story proves that sometimes the least perfect arrangement can lead to something perfect for them.

Rashida has always wanted to open her own restaurant. When her best friend finds her the perfect building, her dreams seem a step closer—but then she sees the asking price. There's no way Rashida can come up with the money in time. Or so she thought, until she has a chance encounter with Elliott, who quickly turns into a good friend…with benefits.

As the heir to an architecture empire, Elliott seems to be the perfect person to partner with on the restaurant. When he took over after his father's heart attack, he discovered their finances aren't exactly rosy. But Rashida's rundown building might be a way to get his father's company back on track. And help somebody he's grown to care for.

The arrangement seems perfect. But then two people from their past get wind of the situation. Suddenly everybody wants a piece of that building. While Elliott and Rashida have their reasons why they want it, they also want each other, and getting one means losing the other.

Constance Gillam grew up in the Midwest among ice and snow. She now lives in the sunny South and loves it. As a child, she was a precocious reader and would sneak into the adult fiction section of the library. At age eleven she read Gone with the Wind and never looked back. Romance is her love, and she fills her books with mystery and suspense, conflict and emotion.
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Foreign Rights: Audio, Azerbaijani, Chinese, French, German, Greek, Italian, Russian, Turkish, & UK
At Entangled Publishing, we believe authors who write great books should receive a majority of the profits. We also believe authors interested in the lucrative indie publishing model shouldn’t have to sacrifice quality editing, commercial covers, or the power of a New York-style marketing machine. That’s where we come in. Founded by industry-savvy authors, Entangled Publishing utilizes a bold new business model to bridge the gap between traditional and indie publishing, giving our authors the best of both worlds. We implement the agency model across all departments at Entangled, which means everyone from the copy editor to the marketing director has a financial stake in your book. In other words, we don’t make money unless you make money.

---

**REBECCA MANCINI**

Rights Mix

All Teen Subsidiary Foreign Rights

Rebecca Mancini has been in the publishing industry for over twenty years, most recently as the Children’s Rights Director at Bloomsbury USA, where she handled rights (foreign and domestic) and permissions, doubled rights income, and expanded Bloomsbury’s foreign markets. Before that, Rebecca spent fifteen years in charge of children’s rights at Houghton Mifflin. Rebecca handles Entangled’s foreign, translation, mass-market, book club, and audio rights for Entangled Teen.

If you are interested in obtaining any of Entangled Teen’s foreign, translation, mass-market, book club, or audio rights, or performance rights please contact Rebecca Mancini.

---

**ALLIANCE RIGHTS AGENCY**

All Other Subsidiary Foreign Rights

Alliance Rights has dedicated agents who work to exploit Entangled’s sub-rights, ensuring that each and every novel achieves its maximum earning potential and reaches the widest audience. Alliance Rights handles Entangled’s foreign, translation, mass-market, book club, gaming, and audio rights for Entangled adult titles, including our Amara and Sideways imprints.

If you are interested in obtaining any of Entangled’s adult titles, including our Amara or Sideways imprints, for foreign, translation, mass-market, book club, gaming, or audio rights, or performance rights please contact Alliance Rights Agency.
MPS DISTRIBUTION CENTER
16365 James Madison Highway
Gordonsville, VA 22942-8501

TELEPHONE ORDERING
We employ an automated telephone system. Please follow instructions when phone is answered.

TO PLACE AN ORDER
Call (888) 330-8477 or fax (800) 672-2054. If you are a Gift retailer or Gift wholesaler, please call (800) 221-7945, ext. 640 or 628, or fax (212) 598-9173.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Call (888) 330-8477 and please follow instructions. F: (540) 672-7540.

CREDIT DEPARTMENT
Call (888) 330-8477, ext. 7659.

HOURS
The Order Department is open between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday. Macmillan accepts orders on Pubnet/SAN Number 6315011.

SHIPPING POINTS
Qualifying orders of titles in this catalog shipped to destinations within the United States under Macmillan’s regular shipping cycles will be shipped free freight.

RETURN POLICY
We accept returns for credit of books purchased directly from us. Returns must be unmarked and in saleable condition. Returns must be shipped prepaid to the following address:

MPS RETURNS CENTER
14301 Litchfield Road
Orange, VA 22960

Each shipment of returns must be accompanied by an accurate packing list showing customer claim number, ISBN, and quantity (by title) of all books included in the shipment. Returns will be credited at the average discount received by the customer on purchases of that class of books from Macmillan during the first 11 months of the prior calendar year.

The deadline for returns of a title is 90 days after our official out-of-print date for that title. Our full returns policy for trade books is printed on the back of our invoices, as is our returns policy for other types of books. The policies are also available upon request.